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OB JECTJ" OF 

Slikkerveer 
of 

Social Studies - 

se situe dans le de 
de 

enveloppe  l'étude, la documentation et l'analyse de  la connaissance et de la de l'utilisation et de  la 
de le de développement  sociale et 

a de sont 
la il s'agit dune et 

dune méthodologique  spéciale du 'ethnosysterns approach' Finalement, la significance 
- pas  seulement du 

- de de ces  systèmes de connaissance  locale  qui  sont  maintenant  ménacé 
. 

domain of 
of studies  in  the  context of 

of indigenous 

- systems of knowledge  and  technology. 

The  studies  include  examples of unique of 
in 

of these  case  studies  highlight the 
can play as 

food  and  non-food  plants  etc. (c$ & 
& 
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the of a  somewhat holistic on has been  developed  in 
the i n  Leiden, to conceptualise not  only the intellectual but also the 
components of the local setting, such  as: 

concepts, beliefs, cosmologies, 

attitudes, 

skills, technologies, 

seeds, plants, 

institutions, and 

management 1994b). 
used  by  a to food and 

As of indigenous knowledge  and 

development sociology, extension science and ethnoscience - including ethnobotany, 
and ethnoecology - and the subject scientific howledge 
when it comes to topics such as ‘wisdom’, ‘belief  system’  and  ‘cosmology’,  a specific 
methodology has been  developed at to the of 

point of  view:  Such specific, is needed since 
have been the colonial 
and to technology 
the colonial as these systems  tend  to of 

of is to document these systems the 

The ‘ethnosystems has specifically been desjgaed to study indigenous howledge 
systems  in dynvnic context of of development  and change, based  on  a  combination 
cf an+&opological cq. sociological concepts of the (HD), the 
View’, znd the ‘Field of Study’ (c$ Leakey & 

1986, the ‘Leiden Etnosystems was established at 
the of and Social Studies of in The focusing on the 
study of and the development of the local peoples’ 
knowledge  and in many of the objectives to study, 
document  and analyse still in  many developing nations 
is the philosophy that humankind is to change its attitudes and the in 

to achieve 

1987, holistic a  co- 
the and the East of the 

joint field. The 
Agricultural Africa: Origins and 

Development’ on the study and  analysis of people’s indigenous knowledge  and 
technology  in its implications 

the on, in  1990 the as 
of UNESCO.  The 

East of  human evolution the 
Symposium on ‘Origins and Development of Agriculture in Africa’ held in Leiden in 1990 (cf. 
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Leakey  and 1991). This Symposium  was  followed  by the establishment of the 
at the 

which  has been extending the this field to 

Subsequently,  in  1993, the Centennial  Foundation 1893-1993 held its 
at Context’ 

linking  up  with this new analytical The Centennial the 
in and The ecological studies of 

the (c$ Leakey 
and 1993). 

joint also been  initiated  in the field of 
medicine  in  West Java, leading up to the on 
Adaptation and Development: on Subsistence and Sustainability in 
Developing Countries’ held  in July of 

at indonesia 
& al. 1994). 

As the subsequent call became 
input costs, the base  and human  health,  and as the potential 

to such 
the globe, it was the Commission of the 

Science, that its Sciences and Technologies for 
Developing (STD-3) eventually enabled the 
1994  to dedicate its to develop jointly this  new in 
sustainable the 
existing including the of and 
the ,of Chania’  in the execution of the 

Joint on Sustainable Agriculture in 
Developing Countries:  Towards an Alternative  Approach  to Food Shortage 

cf- 1994b). 

addition to its academic tasks, the objectives of the field of encompass: 

0 the conduct of joint 

0 the of publication of and books; 

0 the hosting of (EU) exchange of students andstaff; 

of 

OF 

addition  to the the of the loss of since the UN 
de 1992), a is 

of the 
of cultural diversity local 

of specific the globe, giving of  this 
field of study (c$ 

Such is also the point of the of 
Wild  Food  and the (28-29 June 1996 at 
establishing that  many  wild  plants  in  this  significant - one  of  Vavilov’s 

- not only face extinction loss, but also that the existing local knowledge 
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on the use of plant genetic is indeed equally with extinction. the 
the 

been  shown  to be able to highlight the significance of the identification of  native 
and plants in  the the study  and of extended local plant 
classifications  and taxonomies, into the local of plant 
management  and 

the field of and the 
the of and the Spili in 

which specific attention  was given to medical the use of 
1992, a joint Spili on 

Systems  in (c$ This 
will be continued the auspices of of the 

could link up  with the of the the field of the study and  analysis 
of local knowledge  and use of medicine  in the 

this context, the study of - as,  amongst 
within the of the zlso 
and liaks up  with the of the 

(a) as it seeks to identify the local knowledge, and  utilisation  of medicinal 
plants among of the the implementation  and 
adaptation of the ‘ethnosystsms as of the newly-developing  field of 

(b) as it attempts to to the of the 
the of developing 
data base which is being designed at in biden. This database, 
the Enhanced 2nd 

(1988-1990), has specifically been  developed the collection and dosumentation of 
indigenous knowledge  systems in and in the 
in to facilitate exchange  and  utilisation  in  this field  in 

available system, t3 as the highway’; 

{c) as it to the evaluation, sustainable utilisation, of wild food and 
non-food plants in as by the local population  within the context 

. of 

this Ethnobotanical 
among in the Field of Study will focus on 
kinds of knowledge  and use of local in to meet the development goals of the 
As (1994) notes, such include ecological plant uses and facts, 

technologies, locally adapted values 
about local with the 

of the the 
focus on the study of ethnobotanical knowledge  systems of 
plants, including  both intellectual and of the systems in the 

is that the ultimate goal of this kind of on  wild  food  and  non- 
food plants in the the of the scientific 
community, so as to to the aim methods the 
development of the economic  and social base of the involved. As such, some of the 
significant aspects of the will include the execution of 
subsequent exchange of its 
scientists  involved  in ethnobotany,  economy  and  community  development  in the 
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h al. 1994. 
on Subsistence  and  Sustainability  in  Developing  Countries, of the 

- A for 
& (eds), The  Cultural  Dimension  of  Development: 

System, Studies 
Technology pp.  1-13. 

for Sustainable  Agriculture in Developing  Countries: 
in of 

the Commission of the 
& 

h 1993-1996. The 

& for Human’s 
Leiden, 285  pp. 

& L..?.(eds) 1991. Origins  a?zd?)eve~opment Agriculture in 
Approach  to  the  Study Food prodxction in &dies in Techo!ogy Social 

Change No. 19, State Foundatioc,  302 pp. 
& 1988-1990. 

208 pp. 

& A.O.(eds), for 
Studies in Technology  and Social Change  No. 13, 

State 4-18. 

A hdigenous 
Systems  and Sustainable in L.J. ¿?L 
(eds), Studies in 

and Techno!ogy 

in 
& Development  Series, Vol. 

185 pp. 
& E.W.A. in 

on de 

The  Cultural  Dimension  of 
Studies in 

582 pp. 

for Studies in Technology  and  Social  Change No. 11, 
State 186 pp. 

and 
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